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Cascaded Correlation Refinement for
Robust Deep Tracking
Shiming Ge , Senior Member, IEEE, Chunhui Zhang, Shikun Li, Dan Zeng, and Dacheng Tao , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— Recent deep trackers have shown superior performance in visual tracking. In this article, we propose a cascaded
correlation refinement approach to facilitate the robustness of
deep tracking. The core idea is to address accurate target
localization and reliable model update in a collaborative way.
To this end, our approach cascades multiple stages of correlation refinement to progressively refine target localization. Thus,
the localized object could be used to learn an accurate on-the-fly
model for improving the reliability of model update. Meanwhile,
we introduce an explicit measure to identify the tracking failure
and then leverage a simple yet effective look-back scheme to
adaptively incorporate the initial model and on-the-fly model to
update the tracking model. As a result, the tracking model can be
used to localize the target more accurately. Extensive experiments
on OTB2013, OTB2015, VOT2016, VOT2018, UAV123, and GOT10k demonstrate that the proposed tracker achieves the best
robustness against the state of the arts.
Index Terms— Cascaded refinement, correlation filter, deep
learning, visual tracking.

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

OBUST visual tracking plays an important role in many
vision applications, including intelligent surveillance,
autonomous vehicle, and human–computer interaction [1]–[4].
Inspired by the great success of deep learning in feature
representation, recent visual trackers have widely exploited the
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power of deep tracking. Typically, a robust deep tracker should
be capable of tracking an object on-the-fly even in the presence
of similar background distractors, large-scale variation, heavy
occlusions, and so on [5]–[8]. To achieve that, it needs to
effectively address two key issues: accurate target localization
and reliable model update.
To improve the localization accuracy, many deep trackers
have been proposed, which mainly follow discriminative
feature or delicate architecture idea. Following the feature
idea, some explorations apply very deep features pretrained
for object classification task to represent the tracked objects.
For example, the deep trackers CF2 [9], ECO [10], and
HDT [11] extracted hierarchical deep features from the very
deep VGG-19 [12] model to encode object appearance.
To further improve robustness, recent state-of-the-art deep
trackers, LADCF [13], UPDT [14] and MCCT [15], explored
the fusion of handcrafted and deep features, suggesting
that combining multiple types of features can improve
tracking accuracy and robustness. Liu et al. [6] proposed a
deformable convolution layer to enrich the target appearance
representations in the tracking-by-detection framework.
Gundogdu and Alatan [16] introduced a framework to learn
deep fully convolutional features for the correlation filter-based
visual tracking. Unlike the feature idea, some deep trackers
employ Siamese architectures to formulate the tracking
as a regression problem. SiamFC [17] proposed a fully
convolutional Siamese network to estimate the regionwise
feature similarity between two frames. Later, SiamRPN [18],
DaSiamRPN [19], and SiamRPN++ [20] introduced a
region proposal network (RPN) [21] into Siamese networks
to achieve accurate tracking. In addition, CIR [22] and
SiamRPN++ [20] successfully trained Siamese trackers with
very deep ResNet [23]. Recently, cascaded RPN (C-RPN) [24]
cascaded a set of RPNs with multistep regressions, leading to
more accurate localization. Different from C-RPN, we perform
cascaded correlation refinement in a heuristic way to reach
the most possible target localization. Our goal is practically
alleviating the undesired model drift problem and realizing
accurate target localization by multistage refinement. The
abovementioned trackers usually achieve high localization
accuracy but still suffer from low robustness due to less
consideration of historical cues in model update. Thus,
we argue that cascade along with reliable model update may
greatly improve the accuracy and robustness of deep trackers.
Beyond the feature representation, the problem of reliable
model update has been largely overlooked. An online model
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the tracking robustness of our proposed approach in
sequence Skating2. Cascaded correlation refinement (top row) progressively
improves the accuracy of target localization and the accurately localized object
could benefit model update, while failure-aware look-back scheme (bottom
row) measures tracking failure and provides a more reliable model update to
improve the tracking accuracy and alleviate model drift. This collaborative
way can facilitate the robustness of deep tracking.

update is beneficial to improve the model adaptability to the
target appearance, and the update strategy should consider
the tracking state to avoid model degradation in the case of
target missing. Meanwhile, the response map often reflects
the reliability of tracking state to some extent. Therefore,
by updating model with appropriate strategy during tracking
failure, the accuracy of target localization can be improved.
In the existing literature, some trackers have exploited the
reliability of model update. The correlation-based deep tracker
ECO [10] performed model update in every few frames to
avoid model overfitting, while LMCF [25] explicitly identified
the tracking failure and chose not to update model when the
failure happened. In general, the adaptability of these trackers
will be degraded due to insufficient information utilization in
model update. The Siamese-based deep trackers, CFNet [26]
and DSiam [27], updated the tracking model via a running
average template and a fast transformation module, respectively. However, these trackers usually lack the detection of
tracking failure. Some recent works incorporated verification
scheme into the tracking [28], [29]. Han et al. [30] presented
to jointly model the discrimination and reliability information
in filter learning. A reliable model update scheme should
be aware of tracking state and make full use of the initial,
historical, and on-the-fly cues adaptively.
In this article, we propose a robust deep tracking approach
via a cascaded correlation refinement architecture and a
failure-aware look-back scheme, as shown in Fig. 1. First,
the features are extracted from an extension of the initial
target location, resulting in a shared feature hierarchy for all
stages. Then, the object in each stage is represented by feature
pooling from the shared hierarchy according to the current
target location. By correlation operation, the refined target
location is generated and fed to the next stage. This process
achieves a stagewise refinement of the target location and the
ambiguous localization caused by background distractors is
alleviated. In the model learning phase, multitype features
with multiple supports enhance the context-aware training and
improve the tracking performance in the presence of largescale changes. During model update, we apply a failure-aware
measure to explicitly encode tracking failure and then adopt a

look-back scheme to adaptively incorporate the initial model
and on-the-fly model to update the tracking model, which
prevents tracking failure caused by occlusions.
The main contributions of this article can be summarized in
threefold.
1) We propose a cascaded correlation refinement approach
to facilitate the robustness of deep tracking. The
dilemma between robust deep tracking and suboptimal
architecture is alleviated to some extent.
2) A simple yet effective failure-aware look-back scheme is
used to perform a reliable model update, which explicitly
identifies the tracking failure and updates model by
adaptively incorporating an initial model.
3) Extensive experiments demonstrate that our proposed
tracker achieves impressive robustness against the state
of the arts.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Our main contribution is introducing robust deep tracking
via a cascaded architecture and an adaptive model update
scheme. We will first review the deep tracking, followed by
the cascaded architectures and the model update scheme in
deep tracking.
A. Deep Tracking
Deep tracking takes the power of deep features and structures to improve the performance. According to the framework, the deep trackers can be mainly grouped into three
categories: correlation-based, Siamese-based, and other deep
trackers. Correlation-based category proposes to use more
discriminative deep representation [9], [31] and/or more robust
correlation filter framework [10], [32]–[36] to improve the
tracking accuracy. Recently, several correlation-based deep
trackers, LADCF [13], UPDT [14], and MCCT [15], suggested that adaptively fusing handcrafted and deep features
is helpful for tracking robustness and accuracy. On the other
side, Siamese-based category performs tracking by generating
dense location prediction [17], [37] or direct bounding-box
regression [19], [20], [24], [38] in an end-to-end manner.
Therefore, they usually achieve a higher accuracy but lower
robustness than correlation-based deep trackers due to less
consideration of historical cues in model update. Beyond the
abovementioned two categories, some deep trackers perform
tracking by other methods, such as combining deep features
and a deep classifier [39], fusing regression networks [40],
using adversarial learning [41], reinforcement learning [42],
and so on. The success of these trackers suggests that advanced
architectures can facilitate tracking robustness.
B. Cascaded Architecture
Cascaded architecture has been successfully applied in many
tasks, such as face detection [43] and pose estimation [44]
by progressively refining the prediction in a coarse-to-fine
fashion. Inspired by this, cascaded architecture is introduced
into visual tracking and shows high robustness. Thoreau and
Kottege [45] introduced a matching cascade structure that
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Fig. 2. Pipeline of our proposed tracking framework. A cascaded correlation refinement architecture and a failure-aware look-back scheme are applied to
achieve accurate target localization and reliable model update in a collaborative way.

solves a set of subproblems to overcome track fragments
and unstable tracks. Huang et al. [46] proposed deep feature
cascades to provide good features by learning policies for
adaptive tracking. Recently, C-RPN [24] proposed cascaded
architectures in Siamese-based tracking to achieve accurate
localization. Inspired by that, we hope to propose a general
cascaded correlation refinement architecture, which can practically alleviate the undesired model drift and improve the
tracking robustness. C-RPN progressively refines the location
and shape of the target in each RPN with adjusted anchor
boxes in the previous stage. In each stage, it uses a feature transfer block and different deep features to perform a
“feature-level” refinement. By contrast, our proposed approach
performs a “operation-level” heuristic search, which reduces
the search space and gradually reaches the most likely target localization. Another related work is in facial landmark
localization [47] that performs “model-level refinement by
cascading a set of correlation filters to update the position
of landmarks. The difference is that the average of locations
detected by all filters or models is considered as the final
landmark localization, while our approach performs the cascaded correlation refinement stage by stage to progressively
refine target localization. In summary, the core difference of
our cascaded architecture with other architectures is that the
cascade is performed in “operation-level” rather than “modellevel” or “feature-level,” meaning that we do not need to learn
individual model or reextract features for each cascade.
C. Model Update
Typically, incorrect or inaccurate model update scheme can
lead to a series of problems [17], which usually cause suboptimal tracking results, such as model degradation [13], [25]
and incapability in adapting to complex target changes [17],
[39]. The typical correlation-based deep tracker [10], [48]
updated the model in each several frames to achieve quick
adaptation to the target changes. These update schemes may
result in tracking failure when the object is detected inaccurately, severely occluded or disappearing in the current frame.
Recently, Wang et al. [25] proposed a high-confidence update
scheme according to the peak value and the fluctuation of the
response map, where the model is updated only when both
criteria are met at the same time. Nevertheless, this scheme

does not take full advantage of the information on target
change. Most of Siamese-based deep trackers usually depend
on complex pretraining networks, which do not use historical cues to update model [18], [22], leading to insufficient
information utilization. We argue that a reliable model update
scheme should be aware of possible changes as the appearance
of the object begins to change and make full use of the cues
in each frame.
III. P ROPOSED A PPROACH
As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed deep tracking approach
mainly consists of a cascaded correlation refinement architecture for accurate target localization and a failure-aware
look-back scheme for reliable model update. The architecture
cascades a set of correlation refinement to progressively refine
the target location. The scheme computes a failure-aware
measure to detect the tracking failure. If the tracking failure
is identified, the approach carries out look-back update by
adaptively incorporating the initial model and the learned onthe-fly model into the update scheme.
A. Motivation of Cascaded Correlation Refinement
Generally, the correlation tracking formulation predicts
the current object location when giving an initial position
(e.g., the object location in the previous frame). Intuitively,
the smaller the offset between the initial position and the
ground truth is, the more accurate the predicted object location
will be. Keep this in mind, we conduct an experiment to verify
the idea. First, we randomly pick 1000 consecutive frame pairs
from the frame sequences of OTB2015 and VOT2018. Each
pair contains two frames, named the previous frame and the
current frame, respectively. Then, we randomly generate ten
offsets for each pair based on the ground-truth location of the
current frame to form different initial positions and rank these
initial positions according to the offsets in an ascending order.
After that, we select three typical correlation filter formulations
(MOSSE [49] with gray features, KCF [50] with handcrafted
HOG features, and ECO [10] with the hybrid of handcrafted
and deep features) to perform the one-step correlation tracking
with the initial positions. Finally, the predicted locations are
evaluated with the mean localization errors from the ground
truths. The results are shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Impact of initial offset on localization. It shows that correlation
tracking can consistently yield more accurate localization prediction when
giving a smaller initial location offset, which motivates our cascaded correlation refinement to progressively improve the localization accuracy.

It obviously reveals that the localization errors will consistently increase when the offsets increase, which implies
that the smaller offset or more accurate initial localization
could efficiently suppress the predicted localization error,
leading to localization refinement. Therefore, inspired by this
observation, we propose cascaded correlation refinement to
progressively improve the localization accuracy. Moreover,
we also find that more advanced framework and more discriminative feature representation could improve the localization
accuracy.
B. Cascaded Correlation Refinement Architecture
As shown in Fig. 4, the cascaded correlation refinement
architecture accepts the current frame I and the previous
target location p as the input and then cascades s stages of
correlation refinement to output the current target location p̃.
Each stage represents the tracked object as multichannel
features and correlates with the learned tracking model hm .
1) Feature Representation and Pooling: Object representation applies a set of multichannel feature descriptors
d
to achieve multitype features, where d is the
f = {f (l) }l=1
number of feature descriptors. The feature descriptors are
d
of target
performed on multiple spatial supports s = {s(l) }l=1
(l)
to provide diverse context, where s is the spatial support for
extracting features with f(l) .
We propose a simple yet efficient feature pooling block
to share the feature computation in all stages. Toward this
end, as shown in Fig. 4, the features are extracted from
an extension of the target location p to build a shared
d
feature hierarchy f( p ) = {f(l) ( p )}l=1
, where p encompasses
the target location p and defines the area for searching the
targets with an extension factor . Thus, the shared feature
hierarchy is actually the set of multiple multichannel features
extracted from the larger region centered on the previous
target location of the current frame. From the shared feature
hierarchy, the feature pooling block first crops multichannel
features and scales them into a specified size in the current
stage with pooling operator (e.g., average pooling for each

channel in our experiments). By feature pooling from the
shared feature hierarchy, each stage can efficiently represent
the tracked object and progressively refine the target location,
leading to a unified way to perform accurate target localization
and optimal object representation. Given a target location p,
the object can be easily represented with x = P(f( p ), p),
where P is the feature pooling operator.
2) Correlation Refinement: Our cascaded correlation refinement architecture contains of multiple correlation refinement
stages. Each correlation refinement stage is a typical correlation filter tracking process, which aims to refine the
localization. In each stage of correlation refinement, a feature
pooling block is applied to generate object representation.
The feature pooling operation is performed by cropping the
features from the shared feature hierarchy and then scaling
to the size of the tracking model. The location relationship
between the predictive target location in the previous stage
and the extension p is used to decide the cropping. In this
way, the object in the j th stage can be represented as x( j ) =
P(f( p ), p( j −1) ). Especially, the object in the first stage is
represented with x = x(1) .
The correlation operation in each stage can be performed to
generate the response map. According to the convolution theorem [49], correlation operation can be efficiently calculated
via elementwise multiplication in the Fourier domain


(1)
y( j ) = x( j ) ⊗ hm = F −1 x̂( j )  ĥm
where ⊗ denotes the circular convolution operator,  represents the elementwise multiplication operator, ∗ˆ denotes
the frequency transformation of ∗, having ∗ˆ = F (∗), F (·)
indicates the Fourier transformation operator, and F −1 (·) is the
inverse Fourier transformation operator. By examining y( j ) for
possible correlation peaks, the position of the tracked object
can be determined with
õ = arg max {y(j) (o)}

(2)

o

where o = (x, y) denotes a coordinate position offset.
By searching in a predefined scale variation space, the optimal
scale c with the maximal response is determined and the target
location is predicted in this stage as p( j ) = (õ, c).
3) Cascaded Correlation Refinement: With the predictive
target location in the previous stage, the object is described by
feature pooling from the shared feature hierarchy. Therefore,
the cascaded correlation refinement architecture takes the
previous target location p as the input and then predicts the
target location and progressively feeds it to the next stage,
leading to the final prediction p̃ = p(s) in the last stage.
Different from the traditional cascaded architectures that
construct the model with multiple groups of filters, our architecture uses a single group of correlation filters as the tracking
model and the cascade comes from the refinement process
that includes object representation and target localization. This
process arises from three main reasons. First, the predictive
target scale in each stage is variable during tracking an object
on-the-fly, and thus, the features will be extracted from diverse
spatial supports, which makes the exhaustive scale estimation
complex. Therefore, using a single group of correlation filters
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Fig. 4. Cascaded correlation refinement architecture. It takes the current frame and the previous target location as an input and then progressively refines the
target location by cascading multiple stages of correlation refinement. Each stage uses feature pooling to describe the tracked object from the shared feature
hierarchy and then correlates with the learned tracking model. The refined object can be used to learn an accurate on-the-fly model, which can facilitate the
update of tracking model.

for tracking model can efficiently address scale estimation for
various objects in a unified way. Second, the single group of
correlation filters used can reduce the model size. Moreover,
it also benefits the process of model update. Toward this end,
our cascaded refinement architecture implements progressive
target localization as follows:


p( j ) = arg max hm ⊗ P(f( p ), p( j −1) ) , j ≥ 1

operator, and R(·) is a regularization function. It is worthy to
note that the proposed architecture is flexible and suitable to
any correlation filter framework. In this article, we use recent
LADCF as an example to implement the cascade and rewrite
the objective function as
E(h) =

p

s.t. p

(0)

= p.

(3)

Here, we can find that given the tracking model and the
previous target location, the current target location is updated
recursively. In this way, we can get at least three benefits from
the proposed cascaded approach. First, it achieves coarse-tofine target localization, reducing the probability of ambiguous
localization caused by background distractors. Second, different spatial supports of correlation filters consist of multiscale
filter structure, which will enhance the context-aware training
and improve tracking performance in the presence of largescale changes. Third, it uses the results of the previous stage to
guide the next stage, which actually realizes decision-making
cascade and outperforms other deep trackers that only employ
feature fusion and have no decision-making. Unlike the
Siamese C-RPN [24] that focuses on localization refinement,
our cascaded correlation refinement conducts “operation-level”
heuristic search to benefit from both progressive localization
refinement and the model update.
4) Model Learning: To initialize the tracking model or facilitate the model update, the architecture needs to learn the onthe-fly model h from a set of training examples {(xi , yi )}ni=1
where n is the number of training examples, xi is the authentic
input feature map, and yi is its ideal desired output or response
map. Therefore, learning h aims to minimize the following
objective function E:
E(h) =

n


L(φ(xi , h), yi ) + R(h)

(4)

i=1

where L(·) is a function to measure the difference between the
predicted and ideal desired outputs, φ(·) is the model matching

n


xi ⊗ h − yi 22 + λ1 h1 + λ2 h − hm 22 (5)

i=1

where ⊗ is the circular convolution operator and two parameters λ1 and λ2 are used to balance the effect of the three
terms. The first term is classic correlation matching loss to
constrain the spatial coherence. The second term constrains
the model sparsity with L1 norm, which actually plays a role
of feature selection. The third term is further used to constrain
the temporal coherence of the on-the-fly model h with the
tracking model hm .
The objective function in (5) is convex and can be globally solved via alternating direction method of multipliers
(ADMM) [51]. To this end, by introducing an auxiliary
variable h and using the augmented Lagrangian method,
the objective function can be formulated as
E(h, h , η) =

n


xi ⊗ h − yi 22 + λ1 h 1

i=1

+ λ2 h − hm 22 +


2

μ
h − h + η 

2
μ 2

(6)

where the vector η is the augmented Lagrange multiplier and
μ > 0 is the penalty factor. Then, with the ADMM algorithm,
we can obtain the alternating solutions as
n
η̂
μ 
ˆ
i=1 x̂i  ȳi + λ2 ĥm + 2 ĥ − 2
n
ĥ =
μ
ˆ
i=1 x̂i  x̄i +
2



h = (h + η/μ) max 0, 1 −
η = η + μ(h − h )

λ1
μh + η/μ22
(7)

where ĥ is the closed-form solution of h in the frequency
domain, h is the closed-form solution in the spatial domain,
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and ∗ˆ¯ denotes the complex conjugate of ∗ˆ . The iteration is
performed with (7), and the final model h or ĥ is achieved.
If the model learning is performed in the tracker initialization
step (such as the first frame), the tracking model is initialized
with hm = h and the initial model is defined as h0 = h.
During the tracking, model learning is performed to achieve
the on-the-fly model h in each frame and the tracking model
can be updated accordingly.
C. Failure-Aware Look-Back Scheme
Typically, a reliable model update during tracking failure
can efficiently prevent model drift. To this end, we propose an
explicit failure-aware look-back scheme, which contains two
steps: failure-aware measure and look-back update.
1) Failure-Aware Measure: This step explicitly identifies
the tracking failure. Based on the response map y generated
in each frame, we define a credible response quality q
δ

q=

e(ymax −ymin )


(y(o)−ymin )δ
M
oe

(8)

where δ > 0 is a tuning parameter. We use exponential
weighting to highlight the response sensitivity. M(·) is the
mean operator and ymax , ymin , and y(o) denote the maximum,
the minimum, and the element in relative position o of the
response map, respectively. Beyond the accurate localization
with stagewise correlation refinement, the credible response
quality q facilitates a more reliable model update. The final
failure-aware measure f (t) in the tth frame determines whether
the tracking state is failure or success, which is computed with
⎧
 t−1

⎪

⎪
(k)
t
⎪
⎪1, if ymax < ε1 M
ymax
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
k=1


t−1

f (t) =
(9)
⎪
and q (t) < ε2 M
q (k)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
k=1
⎪
⎪
⎩
0, otherwise.
It can be found that the tracking failure is detected when
the maximal response value and credible response quality are
both lower than their historical average values with respect to
two predefined ratios ε1 and ε2 . Moreover, from (9), we can
also see that the credible response quality may be reduced
by inaccurate localization due to complex tracking conditions
such as large-scale variation, background distractors, and
heavy occlusion, which causes tracking failure. In this case,
the ability to detect failures allows us to update the tracking
model in an adaptive manner. Thus, we introduce look-back
update to facilitate the reliable model update.
2) Look-Back Update: The look-back update is designed
to achieve an adaptive model update when tracking failure
happens. When the tracking failure is not detected by failureaware measure, the framework will employ the traditional
incremental update; otherwise, the look-back update

f = 0,
(1 − α)hm + αh,
(10)
hm =
(1 − α)hm + αβh + α(1 − β)h0 , f = 1
where the initial model h0 and the on-the-fly model h are
incorporated into a model update that the look-back function

will be implemented when tracking failure happens. For the
first frame, we conduct a predefined mask with only the target
region activated to initialize h0 as in [52] and set hm = h = h0 .
In this way, the reliability of the initial model is considered
since the initial target location is annotated by human for
model learning. α is the updating rate and β = e−r is
the exponent of look-back rate r . The modulating factor is
represented as 1−β, which is used to adjust the update weight
of the on-the-fly model. From (10), the historical model and
the on-the-fly model are also used in traditional incremental
update. However, the historical model may gradually degrade
over time, and then, the tracking model will be susceptible
to interference such as occlusion. To alleviate this problem,
the initial model is also taken into the update process. This
scheme has three benefits: 1) the simple failure-aware measure
in each frame reduces the risk of model overfitting; 2) it
incorporates the tracking model, on-the-fly model, and initial
model to obtain historical, current, and reliable initial cues,
which encourages adaptive model update; and 3) it achieves
robust tracking performance with negligible computational
cost due to the failure identification with response map.
D. Implementation Details
1) Features in Correlation Filters: Inspired by UPDT [14]
which suggests that combining deep and shallow features
can enhance both robustness and accurate target localization,
we apply two handcrafted descriptors (Color-Names (CN) [53]
and HOG [54]) and a deep CNN descriptor (the fourth layer
of ResNet50 [23]) to construct the shared feature hierarchy.
To alleviate the model drift due to the limited target context,
we incorporate a more global context to learn correlation filters
and perform multiple spatial supports during model learning
to facilitate the tracking robustness. Moreover, we conduct
a multiscale search in each correlation refinement. Thus,
the correlation filters are represented with different spatial
sizes from shallow to deep features in our cascaded architecture, which forms multiscale correlation filters and/or tracking
model. We experimentally observe that the tracking results
vary smoothly with respect to the extended spatial supports,
as shown in Fig. 5, which is conducted with some different
spatial supports on the OTB2013 benchmark. Thus, we empirically exploit three types of features extracted with three
extended spatial supports (1.3, 1.2, and 1.1) to train correlation
filters. In this way, the resulting multiscale correlation filters
have diverse spatial supports and can take different context
into account to achieve more robust tracking. Accordingly,
the correlation operation is performed in a multiscale fashion.
The response maps in different scales are generated separately
and resized to a unified size, and then fused together with the
similar method in UPDT [14] to achieve the final response
map. The size of the response map is determined in the first
frame and remains the same during one tracking.
2) Implementation Settings: We empirically set the parameters according to some experimental analyses. In (3), we set
the maximum number of cascade stages to be 3. In (5)–(7),
the parameters λ1 , λ2 , and μ are set to 1, 15, and 1, respectively. We perform two iterations for (7). The tuning parameter
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Fig. 5. Impact of different spatial supports. We find that incorporating certain
target context can improve the tracking performance.

δ in (8) is set to 2. In (9), k1 is 0.7, while k2 is set to 0.3.
The updating rate α and look-back rate β in (10) are set to
0.15 and 0.95, respectively. In the tracking phase, we set the
scale factor as p = 1.01 and search on five scales with the
factors { ps }2s=−2 for adapting to the scale variations. Therefore,
we crop image patches centered around the target with five
different scales (0.98, 0.99, 1.0, 1.01, and 1.02) to represent
the candidate objects.
In most correlation-based deep tracking frameworks,
the main computational cost arises from the extraction of deep
features. Our approach proposes feature pooling block to speed
up this stage by extracting shared feature hierarchy in a heterogeneous fashion and then using feature pooling to represent the
object in various candidate positions. Moreover, we apply the
standard function vl_nnpool with MatConvNet [55] to realize
the average pooling operator in our experiments. In this way,
the feature hierarchy is only extracted for once and then used
for cascaded refinement and model update. In the hierarchy,
the extraction of deep features and handcrafted features is performed on GPU and CPU, respectively. Our tracker is implemented with the MatConvNet [55] on a PC with a 2.40 GHz
CPU and a Tesla K80 GPU. The average speed of our proposed
tracker without and with feature pooling block is 1.50 and
6.90 frames/s, respectively. Our source code and test videos
will be available at: https://github.com/983632847/CCR.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed CCR tracker,
we conduct a comprehensive evaluation on six representative
benchmarks: OTB2013 [56], OTB2015 [1], VOT2016 [2],
VOT2018 [57], UAV123 [58], and GOT-10k [3]. To be fair,
the original results published are used for comparison.
In our experiments, the OTB and last VOT toolkits are
used for performing standard evaluation on OTB benchmarks
and VOT benchmarks, respectively. On the OTB2013 and
OTB2015 benchmarks, we use the one-pass evaluation with
precision and success metrics. The precision metric measures
the percentage of location errors within 20 pixels, and success
metric is set to measure the overlap ratio between the predicted
bounding boxes and the ground truth. On the VOT2016 and
VOT2018 benchmarks, we estimate the performance in terms
of expected average overlap (EAO), accuracy, and robustness.
On the UAV123 benchmark, the performance is evaluated by
following the same protocol as OTB. In addition, on the recent

Fig. 6.
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Precision and success plots on the OTB2013.

GOT-10k, we follow its submission policy and evaluation
protocol, which uses average overlap (AO) and success rate
(SR) as the indicators. AO measures the average of overlap
rates between the tracking result and ground truth over all
frames, whereas SR measures the percentage of successfully
tracked frames. The SR metric in OTB and GOT-10k measures
tracking robustness.
A. Experiments on OTB Benchmarks
1) OTB2013: This data set is one of the most widely
used benchmarks in evaluating visual trackers, which contains 51 challenging videos. On OTB2013, we compare our
CCR tracker with state-of-the-art trackers, including CF2 [9],
DeepSRDCF [59], DeepLMCF [25], PTAV [60], CCOT [32],
ECO [10], LADCF [13], SA-Siam [61], SiamRPN [18], and
CREST [33]. Fig. 6 shows that CCR produces leading results
in both precision and success. Compared with the correlationbased tracker LADCF, our tracker improves 1.5% in precision
and 2.0% in success due to the cascaded architecture and lookback update scheme. Compared with Siamese-based tracker
SiamRPN [18], our tracker improves 5.3% in precision and
6.8% in success.
2) OTB2015: The standardized OTB2015 benchmark [1]
provides a fair test on robustness, which contains 100
sequences. In this experiment, we compare our tracker
with several representative and state-of-the-art deep
trackers, including DeepSRDCF [59], CCOT [32],
ECO [10], LADCF [13], SiamRPN [18], SA-Siam [61],
SiamRPN++ [20], HDT [11], MDNet [39], and VITAL [41].
As shown in Fig. 7, the proposed CCR tracker ranks first in
both precision and success, achieving the best SR of 0.727
and the best precision of 0.919. Compared with the recent
correlation tracker LADCF, our CCR tracker improves 1.3%
in precision and 2.0% in success. Compared with the latest
Siamese tracker SiamRPN++, our tracker also achieves gains
of 3.1% in success and 0.5% in precision. In addition, our
tracker also surpasses the adversarial learning based tracker
VITAL in both precision and success. These results prove the
excellent robustness of our tracker.
To further show the robustness of our approach, we demonstrate the success plot of all 11 attributes (as shown in Fig. 8)
on the OTB2015 benchmark. For a comprehensive comparison, nine state-of-the-art trackers are included: SiamRPN [18],
SA-Siam [61], DeepSRDCF [59], ECO-HC [10], CCOT [32],
ECO [10], LADCF, MDNet [39], and VITAL [41]. A robust
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Fig. 7.

Precision and success plots on the OTB2015.

TABLE I
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tracker should achieve stable tracking and reduce the loss of
target. Therefore, the higher area-under-curve (AUC) indicates
that the tracker is more robust. From Fig. 8, we can find that
our tracker CCR ranks first in ten attributes except the lowresolution case. We guess that the feature degradation due to
low resolution may be enhanced by attention mechanism [61],
RPN [18], and adversarial learning [41], leading to better
performance. All these detailed results demonstrate that the
proposed tracker CCR achieves excellent robustness.
B. Experiments on VOT Benchmarks
1) VOT2016: The VOT2016 [2] data set consists of 60 challenging sequences. For a comprehensive comparison, several
recent state-of-the-art trackers are included in our experiment:
ECO [10], SiamRPN [18], C-RPN [24], and DAT [62]. Fig. 9
shows our CCR tracker outperforms all entries on VOT2016.
The proposed approach significantly outperforms the winner
tracker (CCOT) in VOT2016 challenge by relative gain 28.7%
in terms of EAO score. Table I shows that CCR tracker
ranks first in both robustness and EAO score. Among the
top trackers, only our correlation-based approach achieves a
comparative accuracy compared with Siamese-based trackers (SiamRPN, C-RPN) and regression tracker (SSAT) [2].
Although the RPN and regression ideas have advantages in the
localization accuracy over traditional correlation-based trackers based on multiscale search, our tracker performs cascaded
correlation refinement and failure-aware look-back update to
reduce this gap. Due to our efforts in localization accuracy
and model update, we finally achieve excellent performance
and leading robustness.
2) VOT2018: It is one of the most recent benchmarks for evaluating online model-free single trackers

and includes 60 public sequences with different challenging factors. Our experiments contain all 72 trackers in
VOT2018 [57]. Besides, we add five very recent trackers:
SiamMask [38], SiamRPN++ [20], ATOM [64], ASRCF [35],
and GFS-DCF [65]. For the sake of presentation clarity, we only show some top-ranked trackers for evaluation. Fig. 10 shows the ranking results in terms of EAO
metric, from which we can observe that our CCR outperforms the top performer LADCF [13] in VOT2018 challenge by relative gain 5.9%. In Table II, we list the
EAO, accuracy, and robustness of our CCR, CSRDCF [48],
CCOT [32], ECO [10], DeepSTRCF [34], UPDT [14],
MFT [57], LADCF [13], ASRCF [35], GFS-DCF [65],
SiamFC [17], Dsiam [27], SiamMask [38], SiamRPN [18],
SiamRPN++ [20], LSART [66], and ATOM [64]. Overall,
the proposed CCR outperforms the other state-of-the-art correlation trackers, including the latest ASRCF [35] and GFSDCF [65], in terms of EAO, accuracy, and robustness. Our
CCR tracker achieves an EAO of 0.412, which ranks the second best, with only 0.2% fall behind recent SiamRPN++ [20].
The main different between our CCR and SiamRPN++ is that
the latter is based on the Siamese network with RPN, which
benefits the localization accuracy. However, we observe that
the proposed CCR tracker achieves the rank-1 performance on
robustness, implying its better robustness than SiamRPN++.
To further study the tracking robustness, we check the
change of expected overlap along with the tracking sequence.
As shown in Fig. 11(a), we can see that as the sequence
length increases, our tracker CCR still gets a good expected
overlap, showing more stable tracking on targets and better
robustness. To provide more details on accuracy and robustness of our tracker, we show the accuracy–robustness plot
[see in Fig. 11(b)]. It demonstrates that the proposed tracker
achieves excellent tradeoff between robustness and accuracy
due to our cascaded correlation refinement and failure-aware
look-back scheme.
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Fig. 8. Success plots of 11 attributions on OTB2015 benchmark. AUC scores of our tracker CCR and nine state-of-the-art trackers are shown in the legend.

Fig. 9. EAO performance on VOT2016. Compared with other state of the
arts, our CCR achieves the highest EAO score.

C. Experiments on UAV123 Benchmark
The UAV123 data set is different from the popular benchmarks. The videos in this data set are captured from lowaltitude unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and an aerial viewpoint. This benchmark contains 123 video sequences and
more than 110k frames. All sequences are fully annotated
with upright bounding boxes and attributes. Fig. 12 shows
the precision and success plots on the UAV123, which uses
the UAV123 toolkit for standard evaluation. In this experiment, we compare our tracker with nine representative state
of the arts, including KCF [50], DSST [67], SAMF [53],
SRDCF [59], ECO-HC [10], ECO [10], CFNet [26],
SiamFC [17], and SiamRPN [18]. The results demonstrate
that our tracker CCR achieves the best success and precision
metric, implying its robustness and generalization under the
aerial scenarios.

Fig. 10. EAO performance on VOT2018. The gray horizontal line indicates
the average performance of 20 trackers, which are denoted by gray circle in
the bottom part of the graph.

are applied in our experiments to compare the performance of different trackers. The detailed comparisons are
reported in Table III. We compare our CCR tracker with
KCF [50], SRDCF [59], SAMF [53], Staple [68], BACF [52],
ECOhc [10], CF2 [9], ECO [10], SiamFC [17], MDNet [39],
and GOTURN [37]. From Table III, we observe that the
proposed CCR tracker achieves the top-ranked performance
on the AO and SR0.50 criteria.
E. Ablation Study

D. Experiments on GOT-10k Benchmark
The latest GOT-10k [3] benchmark contains more than
10 000 video segments of real-world moving objects and over
1.5 million manually labeled bounding boxes for generic
object tracking. Following [3], the AO and SR metric

To validate the impact of different components, we conduct
ablation experiments on OTB2015 and VOT2018.
1) Number of Cascaded Stages: The effect of the stage
number is shown in Table IV. We first conduct experiments on
VOT2018 without look-up update scheme to study the impact
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Fig. 11.

(a) Expected overlap curves and (b) accuracy-robustness plot on VOT2018.

TABLE III
C OMPARISONS W ITH S TATE - OF - THE -A RTS ON GOT-10 K . T OP T HREE R ESULTS A RE I NDICTED IN

,
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TABLE V
E FFECT OF M ODEL U PDATE S CHEME

Fig. 12.

Success and precision plots on UAV123.
TABLE IV
E FFECT OF THE N UMBER OF C ASCADED S TAGES

of cascade. We find that the two- and three-stage trackers
improve the EAO score 0.6% and 0.4% over the trackers with
one and two cascaded stages, respectively. It implies that the
cascades efficiently improve the tracking performance. When
adding look-up update scheme on OTB2015, the tracker with
two stages archives an improvement of 0.7% and 0.5% in
precision and AUC score, while the improvement is 1.2%
and 2.0% by the tracker with three stages. These results
demonstrate that for precision and primary EAO metrics,
the trend of performance gains by increasing the stages is
decreasing. To achieve the best tradeoff between performance
and potential computational cost, our final tracker suggests
to cascade three refinement stages. We further add the fourth
stage and find that the EAO scores on VOT2018, the precision
on OTB2015, and AUC on OTB2015 are reduced to 0.392,

0.908, and 0.709, respectively. We suspect the performance
degradation when cascading more stages arises from that
our heuristic cascade for coarse-to-fine localization is still
essentially multiscale search where the scale factor and the
number of scales are very sensitive and vital like [10], [13],
[14], [34], and [35] so that these parameters need to choose
very carefully.
2) Failure-Aware Look-Back Scheme: We implement three
one-stage CCR trackers without our scheme (CCRNULL ), with
only failure-aware measure (CCRFAM ) and with our scheme
(CCRFAM+LBU ), as summarized in Table V. Here, CCRFAM
does not perform model update when tracking failure is
detected. Compared with CCRNULL , CCRFAM improves the
EAO and accuracy by 0.2% and 0.1%, respectively, and
reduces the robustness measure by 0.6% on VOT2018, while
CCRFAM+LBU improves the EAO and accuracy by 0.8%, 0.3%,
and reduces the robustness by 1.5% on VOT2018.
3) Features With Multiple Supports: From Table VI,
it shows that the one-stage CCR tracker with multiple spatial
supports in feature extraction (CCRMS ) can improve the EAO
and accuracy by 0.3% and 0.6%, respectively while reducing
the robustness by 0.9% against the one-stage tracker without
multiple supports (CCRnoMS ) on VOT2018. We suspect that
the introduction of diverse context in feature representation
can improve the tracking performance.
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Impact of different parameter settings. The parameters that give the best performance are set in default.

TABLE VI
E FFECT OF F EATURE R EPRESENTATION W ITH M ULTIPLE
S PATIAL S UPPORTS

4) Different Parameter Settings: In our approach,
the default parameters are empirically set as λ1 = 1,
λ2 = 15, μ = 1, δ = 2, k1 = 0.7, k2 = 0.3, α = 0.15,
and β = 0.95. To show the effectiveness of this setting,
we experimentally study the impact of different settings on
the OTB2013 benchmark. The results are shown in Fig. 13.
We first fix the feature selection term λ1 = 1 and vary
the temporal coherence term λ2 to study the performance,
showing that the best performance is achieved when λ2 is 15.
Second, we employ five different values of tuning parameters
δ in the failure-aware measure to test the performance. Our
CCR achieves stable performance with δ ∈ {0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4},
meaning that the proposed approach is not sensitive to
this parameter which we set as 2. Third, the different k1
(k2 = 1 − k1 ) in the final failure-aware measure is tested,
which shows that the best precision and AUC scores are
achieved around k1 = 0.7. Finally, we study the updating
rate parameters α and β in the look-back update scheme.
From Fig. 13, we can see that AUC score is stable when
α ∈ [0.1, 0.2], while the precision and AUC score tend to be
stable when β ∈ [0.9, 0.99]. Thus, we set α as 0.15 and β as
0.95.
5) Visualization of Tracking: To demonstrate the tracking
robustness, we visualize the tracking result by overlaying
the response map over video frame. Fig. 14 gives several
examples on three challenging videos (Bmx, David3, and
Bolt2) from the OTB2015 and VOT2018 data sets, where the
objects can be consistently tracked even when their appearance
changes rapidly. It shows the robustness of our tracker under
various challenges, including large-scale variation (Bmx and
Bolt2), out-of-plane rotation (Bmx and Bolt2), heavy occlusions (David3), and similar background distractors (Bolt2).
In summary, these experiments show that each separate
ingredient brings in individual improvement, and all of them
work together to produce a more robust performance. We can
find that accurate target localization is helpful for object representation and thus benefits the learning of the on-the-fly model
to facilitate reliable model update. Thus, this collaborative way
can improve the tracking performance and robustness.

Fig. 14. Visualization example of our tracking results. It shows the robustness
of our tracker under various challenges.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this article, we propose a cascaded correlation refinement
approach to facilitate the robustness of deep tracking. It cascades multiple refinement stages to progressively improve the
target localization and introduces an explicit look-back scheme
to provide reliable model update after identifying the tracking
failure. We experimentally show that this cooperative manner
can achieve remarkable tracking performance. We believe that
the cascaded architecture and the model update scheme will
facilitate the development of robust deep tracking in realworld applications. Future works include the speed up of the
proposed cascaded refinement approach and integration with
other tracking frameworks.
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